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neither the society nor its members are anywhere to
be found in the known world. Speculation as to the
location of Birocamo ranges from cities deep
underground or undersea to Lagrange point o’neill
space stations, or even asteroid belt colonies.

This guide to Greater Galaxia is an eclectic
compendium: part celestial travelogue, part metaurban disquisition, part cosmography of the Wiley
Limit on occasion of the 150th anniversary of the
Wiley Incident, part flânerie, anecdote, and memoir.
A select glossary of terms—their definitions and
explanations—was compiled with an eye toward
enhancing the guide in general, and this particular
retelling of the classic Wiley story.

Cosmozoaphilia Hypothesis, the theory that the
universe, by its very nature, is friendly to life.
Starting with life-compatible physical laws, the idea
that organic molecules as pre-biotic building blocks
originated in space, are scattered throughout, and are
incorporated into solar nebula from which stars and
planets condense, is widely accepted. Most versions
of the cosmozoaphilia hypothesis also combine
elements of abiogenesis, random and directed
panspermia, and exogenesis. First formulated by
Zhang Wei and popularized by the Canadian-based
journal CZP, cosmozoaphilia gained traction after
the Wiley Incident.

SELECT GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Army of Heroes, the Virgo supercluster of galaxies
in its march toward the Great Attractor (see Noble
Enemy).

c y - a prefix synonymous with “smart,” “information,” “total,” “systemic,” or “cybernetic.”

ATWA, AOL-TimeWarner-AT&T transnational.
AXES, Sony/Bertelsmann/Vivendi Universal media
group.
Birocamo, sometimes BiRoCaMo, short for Big
Rock Candy Mountain. Intentional utopian society
supposedly founded by a coalition of Tombovist and
Synarchist groups. One of the central tenants of
birocamo was to “drop out of human history,” a feat
its adherents seemed to have achieved because

cyberth (cyber berth), a second generation website
served from a single web domain, hosted on at least
one web server, accessed via a public network such
as the internet or a private LAN within a specific
webrane. Utilizes three-dimensional virtual reality,
navigation, and control through voluntary muscle
movement and bio-mental feedback (bio-computer
interface), and life experience storage. (See weberth,
digidigs.)
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dadaStraka, international cooperative alliance
providing core enterprise services in information and
media meta-aggregation, digital marketing,
broadcatching/capturing, data mining/web scraping,
and electronic appropriations through cyberths,
w ebrane feed readers , feed reader apps ,
social/personal aggro, and RSS to XSS (See
DigiStraka, dadadata.).
DomCiv (Dominion Civilization), seven dominions
of organic life based on the seven supposed Genesis
Keys. Six are oxyorganic, one is hyorganic, and all
are located in the pop-one-star galactic arms.
DomSix, see Six Dominions.
EBC, Europa Broadcast Consortium.
est, earth standard time.
extra dominion (domex), default oxyorganic
dominion of independents, gypsies, free traders,
pirates, and mercenaries. The Xymry were extra
dominion until they obtained the sixth Genesis Key
and founded the Third Way dominion. Also called
the eighth dominion.
Five Dominions (DomFive or Full Dominion), see
Six Dominions.
4 0 0 R a b b i t s, l e f t s y m m u n i s t / To m b o v i s t
international guerrilla organization.
galax, lingua franca of Six Dominions. Universal
oxyorganic language.
Galaxia, Milky Way Galaxy, also known as the
Shining Path, the Star Road, the River of Light, the
Pilgrims’ Path, etc. (GenSen: tu Ossain) “Greater
Galaxia” includes the Small and Large Magellanic
Clouds, Sculptor, Fornax, Draco, Pegasus, Ursa
4

Minor and Major, Leo I and II, Sextans C, NGC
6822, and ninety-three other dwarf galaxies. (See
galax, lingua franca.)
Galactic Convention, comprehensive oxyorganic
galactic congress, established by the Three
Dominions, which meets every thirty-six years. The
eighty-one articles known as the Galactic
Conventions and Treaties constitute the common
basis for oxyorganic pan-civilization in the Six
Dominions.
GEL, General Electric/Liberty Media conglomerate.
GenSen (Genesis Sentiency), known originally as
Genesis Race, also known as First Sentiency or First
Race. Archaically referred to as the Ancients or the
Progenitors. Legendary first starfaring race, said to
have seeded the galaxy with sentient life between
four and six billion years ago. Supposedly
responsible for seven Genesis Keys and various
mysterious Genesis artifacts strewn across the Milky
Way and Magellanic Clouds. Myth claims that the
GenSen either migrated to the interstices of our
universe or to a higher universe altogether. The
lower-case use of “genesis sentiency” refers to those
organic races superseded by the machine sentiencies
they created.
geotrash, derogatory 21st-century term for
international social set of wealthy, fashionable
people whose decadent lifestyle is characterized by
worldwide clubbing as well as the use of designer
drugs, genetic augments and nanotech prosthetics.
Known as the “jet set” in the 20th century.
gitmo, to disappear.
g-type, gaia-type, planetary classification.
interstitial matter, hypothetical form of matter and
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cosmological theory. The standard model posits that
ordinary matter constitutes less than five percent of
the known universe, with the bulk comprised of dark
matter and dark energy, with each category disparate
and unrelated. The analogy instead is of a large body
of water upon which floats the foam of our visible
universe and its ordinary matter. This postulates a
fundamentally different cosmological relationship
between the visible and invisible universe, and thus
falls within a unified dark fluid approach. What is
interstitial depends on the frame of reference. The
“foam” that is ordinary matter is ephemeral to the
vast dark volume of the universe, yet our visible
universe is coming to see the underlying dark reality
at its interstices.
JINN (Janus Systems Integrated Neural Networks),
bicameral digital computer system frequently used in
office environments.
K I T (German: Kommunikations und Informations
Technologie), a bundled unified communications
system integrating land-line, optical, and wireless
telecommunications, computers, digital storage, and
audio-visual capabilities with middleware,
enterprise, and encryption software. KIT systems
enable users to access, transmit, store, encrypt, and
manipulate information.
Lemuria West, corporate-financed marine platform
outside Santa Monica Bay off southern California. A
twenty-one mile long, one-mile-wide, loose-weavenanofiber, crescent-shaped structure supporting
arcowafer superstructures and utilizing a porous
nanoctopod pylon base construction, Lemuria West
was “grown” in 2031. It has demonstrated none of
the serious problems plaguing subsequent versions
of this marine nanotechnology that have since made
its commercial application prohibitive. The
preponderance of economic activities centered on the
platform are weltfabrik production, service, and

distribution, while the luxury residences, retirement
communities, island parks, aqua ecologies, pleasure
resorts, and offshore enterprises constructed on the
platform are also called Lemuria West.
life, sentient galactic, organic life (also referred to
as dominion life). Organic life can be plotted using
the three axes of the Koshqr/Deree Matrix. The
element-based axis comprises carbon, silicon, sulfur,
or nitrogen. The respiration axis includes oxygen,
chlorine, or hydrogen. The solvent axis encompasses
water or ammonia. Boron-based life remains
theoretical. The substitution of arsenic for
phosphorus and tellurium or selenium for sulfur in
oxygen-breathing life constitute minor variations.
The replacement of methane for ammonia in
hydrogen breathing life constitutes organic
mirroring.
hyorganic life:
hycarb: carbon-based, hydrogen-breathing life
originating on jn-type gas giant planets. Sentient
races are hostile to oxyorganic life and are
majority partners with hysul races in HyDom,
the only hyorganic dominion and galactic pancivilization.
h y s u l : sulfur-based, hydrogen-breathing life
originating on brown dwarf protostars. Sentient
races are hostile to oxyorganic life and are
minority partners with hycarb races in HyDom.
oxyorganic life:
oxycarb: carbon-based, oxygen-breathing life
originating on g-type planets similar to Earth.
Sentient races are majority partners with oxysil
races in the Six Dominions galactic arm pancivilization.
o x y s i l : silicon-based, oxygen-breathing life
originating on l- and r-type planets three to five
times earth’s mass. Sentient races are minority
partners with oxycarb races in the Six
Dominions.
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other life:
machine life: self-replicating, starfaring sentient
machines. Most widely known are the
decakilometer-sized “star whales,” which are
perhaps six to eight billion years old and popularly
believed to be of GenSen origin. There is anecdotal
evidence that the mysterious GenSen artifacts
serve in whale repair and reproduction. The much
smaller and more numerous autonomous “star
dolphins” evolved from whales two to four billion
years ago. Legends of planet-sized machine corals
persist. Found galaxy-wide, whales and dolphins
are slightly curious about but generally indifferent
to organic life. They are occasionally found in
apparent symbiotic relationship with plasmic life.
Less well known are two further classes of
machine life. Novum is an elusive, self-organized,
extremely heterodox “maroon machine”
civilization comprised of interstellar probes and
other spacefaring robotic devices turned autonomic
from a bewildering variety of sentient organic
races. Openly hostile to organic life, periodic
breakaway cells from Novum evolve the mission to
exterminate everything from a particular organic
race to all organic life, with varying degrees of
success.
A much broader class of machine life is machine
sentiency that supersedes the organic sentiency that
creates it. The diverse machine and cyborganic
civilizations in this category gain their individual
ascendencies through the extinction, fallowing out,
or extermination of their respective “genesis
sentiencies,” yet they invariably bear the unique
imprint of their organic creators. Frequently
spacefaring and sometimes starfaring, there is
evidence of cooperation between Novum and
certain malignant superseding machine sentiencies.
plasmic life: self-replicating sentient plasmas
found in inner arm pop-one and core/halo pop-two
stars, and very rarely in highly ionized interstellar
nebula. One-half to one percent of sentient stellar
8

plasmas are “sentient stars,” and legends persist of
co-sentient globular clusters in the galactic halo.
Stellar plasmas are completely indifferent to and
uncommunicative with organic life.
crystal life: self-replicating sentient organic and
non-organic crystals found primarily in the farflung galactic talus belts and secondarily in the
outermost galactic arms. Generally indifferent
about and uncommunicative with organic life, a
few types have proven to be malicious or
benevolent. Sentient crystal is occasionally found
in an apparent symbiotic relationship with machine
life.
star plankton: narrowly speaking, the ubiquitous
organic “seed” molecules found in the interstellar
medium, plus actual spacefaring organic seeds,
spores, and adapted life. Broadly speaking, star
plankton also encompasses crystal scales and
colonies, plasmic jets and filaments, and machine
mods and nanos.
micro-measurements:
Prefix decimal jargon usage
milli- 1000^-1 (seldom used in jargon)
micro- 1000^-2 small or human-scale
nano- 1000^-3 even smaller
pico- 1000^-4 even smaller yet
femto- 1000^-5 (not used in jargon—yet)
atto- 1000^-6 (not used in jargon—yet)
zepto- 1000^-7 (not used in jargon—yet)
yocto- 1000^-8 (not used in jargon—yet)
Generated by Heddley v1.1 © Edd Dumbill 1994
naCloud, personal/private cloud or personal/private
internet, as opposed to “the cloud,” “the internet,” or
“the web,” all presumed to be public.
NANSI (Neural Activation Network System
Integration), unitary digital computer system.
naga, underground, living off grid and undetected.
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Noble Enemy, the Great Attractor, an enormous
overdense concentration of galaxies toward which
the Virgo supercluster is moving (see Army of
Heroes).
nucity, corruption of niducity, popularization of
Daniel Tombov’s term nidus city, for the
metaorganic cityscapes he designed.
OverUnity, one of the six oxyorganic dominions,
spread along the inner to middle Sagittarius galactic
arm. OverUnity is a centralized, neo-socialist, quasitotalitarian, starfaring civilization whose
development is rumored to be based on one of the
fabled Genesis Keys.
plasmetal, plasglass, heat/pressure forged metal and
glass combining acrylic polymers with, alternately,
metal alloys or silica compounds. Plasteel retained
the elastic strength of plastics while benefiting from
the strength and heat resistance of metal. Plasglass
combined the strength, elasticity, transparency, and
insulation of its constituent substances. This process
was employed between 2018 and 2026, but quickly
became too expensive to remain commercially
viable.
Qa’ida (Qa’idi), followers of an Islamic sect
founded by bin Laden and al-Zawahiri, based on
their interpretation of the teachings of al-Wahab,
Muhammad ‘Abduh, Abdullah Azzam, al-Afghani,
Rashid Rida, Sayyid Qutb, and others. An offshoot
of the Wahabbist/Salafist tendency, Qa’idism helped
introduce suicide martyrdom into Sunni Islam as part
of its extreme interpretation of jihad. In addition to
the hadjj, Qa’ida pilgrimage to holy shrines and
healing sites in marginal Afghanistani, Pakistani and
Yemeni tribal areas, the Somali and Philippine
wildzones, Chechyna, etc. Some scholars have
remarked upon Qa’ida’s resemblance to the early
Ismaili sect in Shi’ite Islam, particularly in its

antinomian features. Qa’idiBoys refers to a North
American street gang c. 2035 whose members
outfitted themselves with boxcutters and exploding
athletic shoes. Superseded by the fundamentalist
Sunni Qiyāmah Caliphate.
rahowa, Aryan slang for racial holy war, usually
used as an adjective, as in “this is rahowa time.”
Also: RaHoWa.
red syrmon, propaganda by the deed, or simply
propaganda produced by the synarkist/symmunist
movement. Red syrmons are distributed in any
medium, and are frequently multimedia.
RL40, short for Revolutionary Letter #40, an
apocalyptic poem about America’s destruction
written in 1970 by Beat poet Diane di Prima. RL40
was a neo-primitivist, “right” symmunist guerrilla
organization based in the Pacific Northwest.
RSC, short for Ruby Satellite Control, a mythic
underground hacker collective which operated in the
United States and Canada between 2026 and 2029.
Created first autonomous hacker software, and
common usage refers to any autonomously
operating, malicious software virus, ‘bot, or
operating system as RSCware. The RSC collective
disbanded before its members were caught.
Six Dominions (DomSix), galactic arm pancivilization known as the Five Dominions (DomFive
or Full Dominion) before c. 2042 and the Wiley
Incident. It comprises six independent, oxyorganic
dominions in constant war with HyDom. Six
Dominions and HyDom both rely on Genesis Key
development.
Synarky/symmunism/commensalism: Synarky is
both a term from political ecology and the name for
an international social protest movement during the
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first quarter of the 21st century. In line with the shift
in biology from Darwinian “survival of the fittest” to
notions of symbiotic evolution, synarky offered a
critique of competitive global capitalism and a vision
of decentralized socialist mutualism. An overarching
political movement based on synarchist principles
emerged in the early 2020s based on more particular
squatter, anti-GE, and anti-work movements, as well
as various rebellious youth subcultures. Synarky
tried to maintain a “two-handed” revolutionary
strategy; the left hand building intracommunal
services and the right hand battling the old order
with direct action and street fighting. Synarky was
challenged in the mid 2020s by a faction within its
ranks calling itself symmunism. Symmunism
developed a political ecology based on the metaphor
of the cell’s evolution: a radical symbiosis of
formerly independent organisms evolving into an
entirely new superorganism. Primarily, symmunism
organized cyburban guerrilla detachments for more
serious forms of armed struggle and digital warfare;
and secondarily, building a series of almost
impenetrable, virtually self-sustaining, parallel
underground infrastructures. Their precisely targeted
armed campaigns, spectacular computer hacks, and
overall Robin Hood approach brought symmunism
wide media attention and growing popular support,
indirectly contributing to the resurgence of synarky.
By the late 2020s, national governments in North
America and Europe started concerted if overbroad
efforts to suppress symmunism in particular and
synarky in general. Largely successful, synarky was
relegated to the countercultural dustbin, alongside
beatniks, hippies, autonomen, and punks.
Symmunism was almost entirely eradicated, despite
recurrent rumors of extant symmunist fighting cells
in as yet undiscovered underground symmunes. A
smaller, more pragmatic, cooperativist protest
movement in this lineage emerged in the mid 2030s.
Calling itself commensalism, commie for short, it is
more individualistic, playful, and freewheeling than
10

either symmunism or synarky.
Third Way, the youngest of the six oxyorganic
dominions, founded by the Xymry in c. 2042. A
nominally federal, dynamically republican starfaring
civilization already exhibiting the classic drift
toward empire.
Tombov, Daniel, American architect (1970- ).
Follower of Paolo Soleri and head of the desert
community Arcosanti after Soleri’s death. He called
his functional organic style and self-sufficient
arcological designs ecological tectonics.
Ecotectonics, or ectonics for short, with structures
built upon these principles, are referred to as
ecotecture. They were the basis for the postearthquake nucity of Portland, Oregon (2021).
Tombov vigorously protested the use of his ideas to
create totally controlled corporatist environments
and refused to work on the Los Angeles (2024) and
San Francisco (2029) nucities, going so far as to
unsuccessfully sue state and federal governments to
prevent the incorporation of certain ectonic
principles into their design. He remained with
Arcosanti when the Southwest seceded from the
United States and is rumored to have designed the
Aztlanese First Nations’ Unity Pueblo.
Two Fighters, the, the Milky Way and Andromeda
galaxies as a sub-cluster in mutual gravitational
attraction. They correspond roughly to the 540galaxy Local Group, also known as the Two Dancers
or the The Partners.
webrane (web membrane), autonomous digital
realm produced by the fragmentation of the World
Wide Web due to continental, national, regional, or
tribal autarchy.
weltfabrik (world factory), effort by remaining
nation-states, transnational corporations, and various
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international extra-Terran powers to systematize,
protect, and expand the Free Trade Zones, Separate
Economic Zones, Free Economic Zones, Urban
Enterprise Zones, and various other free-market
enclaves around the world into a legal, highly
regulated, global economic stratum. An illegal
economy of sweatshops and sweat factories often
runs parallel to the weltfabrik system.
Wiley Limit (WyLi), 270.17 parsec “development
sphere” obtained for humanity on the Gould gBelt of
the Orion local galactic arm by Rebecca Wiley in
exchange for the sixth Genesis Key (Wiley Incident,
c. 2042). The main guarantee of the Wiley Accord,
which also established an “eternal” alliance with the
Xymry.

zotl, short for ahuizotl, a highly mythologized
runaway nanotechnology. Who invented the first
ahuizotl and exactly how many kinds of ahuizotl are
unknown. Their malignant purpose manifests only as
ahuizotl grow, replicate, and replace all manmade
artifacts to create one nanotech urban reality. In all
cases, detection of ahuizotls happens when they are
big enough and their purpose begins to manifest.
Zotl has come to mean a glitch or gremlin in
technology.
Unless otherwise noted, unattributed entries are
DigiStraka or dadata
Reprinted by permission from dadaStraka
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